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Introduction
Computers have played a key role in language testing since 1935. From the ear$ scoring
devices to the latest Computer Adaptive Tests (CATs), computers have come to play a
major role in test construction, item banking, test administration, scoring, data analysis,

report generating, research, and the dissemination of research. As the machines and
software have become more sophisticated, a range of practical, research and ethical

will outline the role of the computer in language testing
and discuss some of the complex issues that need to be addressed in the first decades of
issues have arisen. This chapter

the 21st century.

The IBM model8O5
The first recorded use of a 'computer' in language testing dates back to 1935 when the
IBM model 805 became commercially available. Itwas the first machine capable of scoring
objective tests, and was immediately put into use in the United States to reduce the
labour intensive and costly business of scoring millions of tests taken each year. The
machine was developed specifrcally to score multiple choice items that were used in the
'new-fype tests' of the day. The new-type test design had been imported from educational
testing into language testing during the First World War, for the construction of the army
Alpha tests. In the 1920s new-type tests were taken up in school assessment in order to
cope with the rapid expansion of schooling provision across the United States. They
could be produced and administered efficiently on the industrial scale that was now
required (see spolsky, 1995:33-57), and automatic marking made possible by the tBM
805 ensured that the multiple choice item would remain the bedrock of educational
testing until the present day.
The practical need to assess large numbers ofpeople cheaply and efficiently, and the
advent ofthe technologl to achieve this, sat happrly alongside the theoretical concerns
of testing and assessment specialists. It had long been known that there was elror
associated with test scores (Edgeworth, 1888; 1890), and the foundations of educational
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testing and assessment were built upon the concept of reliability, developed at the beginning

of the century by researchers like Thorndike (1904) and Spearman (1907; 1913). The
statistical tools were supplemented in the 1920s with the development of methods to
analyse the properties of test items. There was confidence that the new-type tests provided
a practical solution to problems in educational assessment, especially the theoretical
(and ethical) problems of reliability. Wood (1927) was among the first to undertake the
task of reducing the element of chance in taking tests in large-scale language assessment.
He was especially concerned with producing tests that would help place students in
homogenous classes in New York schools to avoid the learning and teaching problems
that existed at the time. Or, as he put it, to avoid having unhappy students in classes
where making progress in language learning was a matter of pure chance.
There was a great deal of debate concerning the value of the new-type tests and the
limitations of what can be tested using multiple choice items throughout the 1920s and
1930s (Barnwell, 1996: 49). The debate still continues, although those who weigh up
the pros and cons of objective item types are all too frequently unaware of the fact that
today's arguments merely rehearse those conducted 80 years ago. What is important to
recognise now is that multiple choice items (and tests constructed of objective items) are

not inherently more reliable than other item or task types. Lado's (1961) important
distinction between reliability and 'scorability' is very important: it is possible to have
poorly constructed, unreliable, but easily scored multiple choice items, and well constructed,
reliable, but time consuming speaking tests. The reason why multiple choice items have
been used so much for a century is not some innate reliability of the item type, but the
simple factthat it can be scored so easily by a machine.
As we will see later, the scorability of tests by machines is still an area of concern and
active research in the current generation of computer-based tests (CBTs). This is true for
constructed responses as well as responses to objective items, for the same reasons of
cost and efficiency (Burstein, 1997).

From scoring to testing
Since the first book on computerised language testing was published (Holtzman, 7970)
the literature on computer-based testing has gown exponentially. Not surprisingly, one
major theme has been the rapid change in computer technolo$/ that has allowed us to
move away from simply scoring tests to developing comprehensive language testing
software packages. From a scoring machine in 1935 to the powerful, cheap desktop
machines we have today,language testers have been continuously trying to put the
available technologr to use. Bunderson, Inouye and Olsen, (1989:367-368) wrote:
The computer revolution has been marked by the growth in power and sophistication
of computing resources. The computing power of yesterday's mainframes is routinely

surpassed by today's supermicros. Yesterday's ENIAC computer, which filled an
entire room, was less powerful than the current generation of microcomputers,
which fit on a desktop
It is only when placing this next to another quotation from the same paper (Bunderson

etAl. 1989:371) that we realise how fast technologr is in fact changing:
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The memory capacity of most modern delivery systems is evolving rapidly. Most
microcomputer workstations now have half to nvo megabytes of random access

memory. Future workstations will use even larger amounts of random access
memory. The early, expensive, mass-storage devices are being replaced by
inexpensive, high-density, magnetic and opto-electronic devices. Hard-disk storage
exceeding 100 megabytes per workstation is becoming more common.

Any discussion of hardware, memory size, and processing capacify will inevitably be
out of date within a few years, if not months, of being written. We must simply assume
that the constant development, availability and use of larger and faster computers will be
the norm for the foreseeable future.
What are the uses to which language testers have put this technologr? In a recent
review of the role of computers in language testing, Burstein, Frase, Ginther and Grant
(1996), isolated eight areas in which computers are now used in language testing. These
may be summarised as:

-

written and graphic materials between test designers who
may be working in different locations.
Test construction: including item trials, the main function of the computer is envisaged
to be the exchange of written and graphic materials, as well as items, between those
involved in item writing and revision.
Item tryout: Items are delivered in their near-final format, responses are stored on the
computer, and item level statistics calculated and stored inadatabase (itembank) with
Test design: the exchange of

the test items.

-

Test item delivery: the delivery of actual tests from databases, including the collection

and storage of responses. Appropriate technologies for test-taker identification should
also be considered in this phase of the process.

-

Item management: storing and updating item information.
Item scoring and transforming item responses into test scores.
Item analysis and interpretation: relating the score to some general interpretative scheme

for the score.

-

Score reporting: delivering scores and related information.

The authors lamented the fact that the use of computers in language testing had not
resulted in the creative use of multimedia elements in the way that has happened in
instructional programs. And at the time of writing this paper, there is still little in the way
of innovative computer-based tests that contain a creative mix of media. This is because,
as Frase (1997:519) points out: 'the obstacles to the successful use of technologr for
language testing now seem less technical than conceptual.' We furn briefly to some of
these conceptual issues, before considering approaches to computer-based testing.

Concepts, constructs and equity
The computer is ideally suited to the delivery of objective items, particularly multiple
choice items. As we have shown, when the first computers that could deliver tests became

available, existing language testing theory was compatible with the new technologr.
Classical Test Theory (CTT) and the statistical tools associated with it were developed to
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heighten the reliability of objective tests. The first computer-based tests were simply
paper and pencil tests that had been designed, constructed and piloted using the tools of
CTT. These tests were delivered through the new electronic medium for ease of test
administration, delivery and scoring (Alderson, 19SS), thus reducing costs even further
than had been possible with scoring machines. Recent complex computer adaptive tests
(see below for a definition and discussion of CATs) are based on ltem Response Theory
(lRT) but IRT (and its associated statistical tools) was also developed for the analysis of
objective tests.l It is therefore not surprising that objective items and contexts that look
and feel as if they have been derived from pencil and paper tests continue to appear in
computer-based language tests. However, there are other more important reasons why
language test designers have been slow to take advantage of the multimedia capability
of the computer.
The concerns that language testers have with computer-based tests are not dissimilar
from those they have with paper and pencil tests. The most important of these is knowing
what the test measures, of the underlying test construct. The ability to make valid
inferences from test scores depends upon providing rationales and empirical evidence to
support construct validity (Messick, 1989). The introduction of multimedia to a listening
test may change the nature of the construct being measured. It is possible that video
content changes the process of comprehending listening texts in ways that we do not yet
fully understand. Extensive research has not been conducted to discover if the meaning
of a score may change because of the visual clues of the medium (Ginther and Chawla,
1,997), or whether changes in score meaning are related to test construct or error. Until
this research has been done it seems unlikely that test providers such as Educational
Testing Services (ETS) will introduce multimedia into the computer-based TOEFL. Construct
validity, as an all-inclusive concept, is central to all language testing research. The focus
on technologr in computer-based and computer adaptive testing is now gling way to
the requirements that construct validity be investigated on an on-going basis, as can be
seen from the range of papers in a recently published volume on the computer adaptive
testing of reading (Chalhoub-Deville, 1999; see also Fulcher, in press for the significance
of this volume).
A further major concern is the ethical aspect of computer-based testing. A computerbased test (which is designed to measure the same construct as a paper and pencil based
test) should rank order test-[akers in approximately the same way as a pencil and paper
form of the test, and the two forms should have similar means and standard deviations
(APA, 1936). Together these requirements constitute the principle of equivalent forms.
Fulcher (1999) reviewed evidence regarding the equivalence of forms, but also considered
it important to investigate whether other factors impacted on test scores, such as the
test-taker's previous experience with a range of computer uses, their attitudes to technolo$/
and taking tests on computers, and whether factors such as age, gender, educational
background or L1 would be likely to affect the score on a computer-based test. The issue
of the impact of familiariry with computers was also of major concern to ETS prior to the
introduction of the computer-based T'OEFL in 1998. Kirsch et al. (1998), Eignor et al.

(1998),Thyloretal. (1998) andTayloretal. (1999) investigatedtheimpactofthenew
'delivery medium and found that 160/o of test-takers were affected. The solution was to
introduce a compulsory tutorial that all test-takers must take immediately before they do
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the TOEFL CBT. ETS has taken other steps to familiarise potential test-takers with the
format and medium, such as the sampler CD, which is available free of charge. In the
writing component of the new TOEFL, there is also the option to type the response or
answer in long hand, an option designed to 'bias for the best' by letting test-takers select
the medium in which they think they will perform better.
The latest edition of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (1999)
raises concerns with regard to computer-based tests, which researchers must address in
the future. The following standards are particularly relevant to computer-based tests.

-

Standard 2.8:In computer-based tests there is a worry that if the test is speeded, there
may be a large impact upon the test score, especially if the test is adaptive and the testtaker responds randomly to items towards the end of the test.

-

Standard 5.5: Test-takers should be given an opportunity to respond to sample test
items (and their responses monitored) unless they are familiar with the equipment and
response type already.

-

Standard 6.71: If a test can be taken on computer and in paper and pencil format the
interchangeability of the scores should be investigated and reported.

-

Standard 4.10 and 8.3: Where a test-taker is offered an alternative test form (such as
paper and pencil or computer-based form), there should be enough information available
about the characteristics of the fwo forms to allow the test-taker to make an informed
decision.

With specific reference to computer adaptive tests:

-

Standard 3.12: Technical manuals for CATs should provide information on the procedures

-

Standard 13.18: 'Documentation of design, models, scoring algorithms, and methods
for scoring and classiffing should be provided for tests administered and scored using
multimedia or computers. Construct-inelevant variance pertinent to computer-based
testing and the use of other media in testing, such as the test-taker's familiarity with
technologr and the test format, should be addressed in their design and use.'

for selecting items, the criteria for selecting the starting point and termination point of
a test, for scoring, and for controlling for item exposure.

It is clear that the further development of computer adaptive tests is not simply a
matter of exploiting the power of the computer as quickly as possible, but of constructing
a systematic research agenda that investigates the issues involved. It may be for this
reason that, while gaphics have been introduced into the TOEFL CBT (ETS, 1998), the
TOEFL test specifications stop short of using the

full multimedia potential of the

computer.

Computer adaptive testing
Although any test that is currently delivered using paper and pencil can also be delivered
by computer, the most important development of the last decade has been computer
adaptive testing, in which the computerbranches to certain sub-tests (branching routines)
or selects the next test item (adaptive routines) depending upon the response pattem of
the individual test-taker. The first CATs were developed in the 7970s (Gruba and Corbel,
1998; Dunkel, 1.999: 80) although it is not until recently that they have come into
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widespread use, generating much research and comment.2 CATs have been made possible
by the extensive use of Item Response Theory, and the development of algorithms that

drive the test program to select and deliver test items, score responses, and provide
immediate feedback to test-takers. It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide an
introduction to IRT methods, but there are a number of excellent texts available for the
reader who wishes to learn more about the measurement theory underlying computer
adaptive testing.3

Bunderson et al. (1989: 381) describe the development of CATs as the second
generation of computerised testing, capable of adapting test content on the fly to suit the
estimated ability of the test-taker. One of the most advanced CAT systems is FastTEST,
produced by Assessment Systems Corporation in 1 999 as a succes sor to MicroCAT, which
was first released in 1984.4
Computer adaptive tests constructed and delivered with systems like FastTESThave a
number of major advantages. Firstly, all items and item level information is contained in
an item bank on the local machine or nefwork. Attached to each item is information that
is used by the program's algorithm in selecting items or subsets of items for delivery. The
information contains item statistics like difficulty, discrimination, and perhaps a guessing
parameter. It may also contain information on content, context, or any other tag that
would be relevant to item selection for specific purposes testing. This means that test
items can be selected to individualise the test by matching it to the test-takers' needs or
the requirements of score users. Secondly, the selection of the next item or sub-test is
dependent upon the responses of the test-taker. The algorithm may select a more difficult
item for learners who get the responses to previous questions correct, and easier items
for learners who answer many items incorrect$. Therefore, no test-taker takes exactly
the same test as any other, assuming that the item bank is reasonably large. This increases
test security. Thirdly, the number of items that the test-taker is required to attempt is
reduced, as the computer will terminate the test once an assessment of the test-taker's
ability level has been estimated within pre-set error (or other relevant) parameters. Not
only does this save time and resources in terms of test delivery and the amount of time
needed to administer tests, it also provides instant results and reporting. Thking an adaptive
test can therefore be more motivating for many learners. Finally, if a large enough bank
of items with very high or low facility values can be constructed, it should in principle be
possible to identify students who are extremely able, and those who have very low
ability. This is not possible with non-adaptive tests because the test would need to be
exceptionally long and contain items with facility values that cover the entire ability
range.
However, there are a number of disadvantages associated with CATs. CATs can only
work if there is a large number of items in an item bank, which are calibrated to a
measurement scale constructed using ltem Response Theory. Building up a sufficiently
large item bank can be time-consuming and cost$. The more parameters the algorithm
uses in CAT administration, the larger the sample size needed for pre-testing and calibration.
For example, when using a three-parameter model item statistics are unstable using
samples of less than 1000 test-takers. If the item bank is not sufficient$ large, with
sufficient items across the entire ability range of the test-takers, there may be item
overexposure (threatening securify) or a failure to adequately estimate the ability of very
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able or very weak students. While the use of calibrated items from a bank allows clearer
interpretation of score meaning, achieving this should not be seen as an easy process.
Establishing criterion-referenced meaning at various points on a scale, especially for cut
scores, requires careful research. This is especial$ true in CATs where the test-takers are
not taking the same test. The third problem associated with the item bank is one of
sampling. It is frequently assumed that items are written to adequately reflect the domain

to which the score user wishes to make inferences, and the implementation of a

CAT

means that only a small proportion of the items are selected for any individual test. It is
therefore appropriate that the issue of content validity of a CAT is problematised, so that
test developers consider whether, and to what degree, the CAT should be forced to include
a representative sample of items in the test, even if they are not needed in order to place
a student on the ability scale. Finally, in a CAT the test-taker is not allowed to omit items.
The reason for this is simply that if learners respond only to items that they think they
are going to ger right, the ability estimate will be unnaturally high. All items must be
answered for the computer to estimate ability reliably, unlike paper and pencil tests where
the test-takers have the oppoftunlty to miss items if they wish, and review items if they
have time at the end of the test. In CATs, this freedom is removed. As yet, however, there
has been no research to suggest that this is demotivating or disadvantageous for any

identifiable groups of test-takers.
It can be seen that CATs have major advantages over paper and pencil tests, despite
the research that still needs to be conducted before the full potential of the computer can
be harnessed in test design. Nevertheless, there is one other issue that requires
consideration. In some countries (mainly in the United States) there is legislation requiring
the disclosure of test papers (see Brown , 1997:53). In the United Kingdom, the Deparrment
of Education has recently considered introducing legislation to force examination boards
to return all examination scripts to students after they have been scored. CATs rely on
large secure item banks that are expensive to build and maintain. If the item banks must
be periodically disclosed to test-takers, then CATs would become prohibitively expensive.
Test developers would be forced back to first generation non-adaptive computer-based
tests. While legislators in the United States are aware of these problems and considering
disclosure laws in the light of modem test theory and CAT developments, this is not the
case in other countries such as the United Kingdom, where there is little awareness of
measurement issues.

gowing commercial availability of CAT software with user friendly interfaces
that require only a passing knowledge of Windows operating systems to use, teachers
Despite the

and language teaching institutions should beware of moving from conventional testing
to computer adaptive testing. Without the resources and expertise to develop and operate
the systems, it is better to remain with good conventional tests that produce better quality
information within local settings.

Testing on the Internet
Although the Internet, and the World Wide Web in particular, is a global information
distribution network that would easily allow the delivery of tests anywhere in the world,
its potential has not yet been realised. Nevertheless, the range and variety of Internet-
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based tests is growing. Links to tests cunently available are maintained at the Resources
in Language Testing Page, which is frequent$ updated.s
The interactivity that is cunent$ available on the Web is provided by programs stored

on the server written in PERL script (Practical Extraction and Report Language) or
downloaded to the client's machine in/ava. This allows computer-based tests or CATs to
be scored on-line. However, at the time of writingthis paper, all on-line tests are available
only as low-stakes 'quizzes.'This is mainly because large scale high-stakes test delivery
over the Web faces serious security problems. Until the security issues associated with
the transfer of information over the Internet have been solved, it is unlikely that testing
organisations will use the Web, and will prefer to use third-party computer installations
such as those provided by Sylvan.6 Whilst testing on the web remains non-commercial,
it is unlikely that any significant CATs with large item banks witl be available within the
near future. One exception to this may be DLALANG.T Funded by the European Union,
the DTALANG project was designed to produce diagnostic tests in 14 European languages
delivered as a CAT over the Web (see Alderson, in press). Although not adaptive at item
level, the system allows branching routines depending upon an initial self-assessment,
and on-going estimation of test-taker ability. When the program is released it is expected
to provide feedback to the test-taker on the relationship befween self-assessment and
estimated ability, and benchmark the estimated ability to Council of Europe proficiency
level descriptors.
Until large testing organisations such as ETS are able to utilise the Internet for highstakes test delivery, first generation computer-based tests will remain a very real option
for language testers. The delivery of these traditional CBTs on the Intemet is of particular
interest, for a variety of reasons.
Firstly, the only software needed to take the tests is a standard browser. These can be

loaded onto any type of computer, making the test delivery system truly platform
independent. The only requirements relate to hardware (the need for a modem), and a
reasonably fast processor to download the information from the host server providing
the test. The second important advantage of the Internet as a means of delivery is that
the tests can be delivered to any machine linked to the Internet, at any time convenient
to the provider and the client. In distance learning programmes such anangements can
be beneficial to both the learner and the tutors.
The Web also provides advantages in the flexibility of test design without the need to
resort to third-party plug-ins. It is quite feasible, for example, to use the frames facility of
the browser to divide the computer screen into windows, each of which contains a content
page. Prompts may be set up on a series of frames that incorporate text, images, audio,
and video, where computer links are reliable and quick. In fact, the flexibility of html in
designing web pages makes it possible to design a range of novel task types through the
imaginative combination of multimedia in a frames environment for low-stakes testing
or research (Fulcher, 1998). A further advantage of delivering tests over the Web is that
links can be established to information, help facilities, databases, or libraries, to deliver
the kind of indirect performance test frequently recommended for placement purposes in
academic programmes (see Robinson and Ross, 1996). Tests need no longer be selfcontained, watertight units, but involve the use of information from the outside world, to
any degree the test designerwishes to incorporate it. This potential can be used to increase
the 'authenticity' of some testing activities.
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In computer-based testing on the Intemet, innovation is possible where there is flexibility
over the format and content of the prompt. However, it is not as easy to be as innovative
in the area of item type, as we have indicated above. Most Internet browsers support
multiple choice, multi-choice, pull-down menu and constructed response item types, and
combinations of these. For example, multiple pull-down menus can provide matching or
sequencing items. Constructed response items may be of trvo ftpes: limited constructed
response where a word or shoft phrase is required, and which is automatically scored
against a template, and extended constructed response, which must be e-mailed to human
raters for scoring. In this respect, liule has changed since Alderson (1988) found it difficult
to design innovative item types for computer-based language tests.
From a measurement perspective, Intemet testing raises many questions that still
need to be investigated, as we have argued above. At-present, there is not enough
research evidence to justi$/ introducing the novelty of what can now be achieved, except
for use in low-stakes testing and research. Measurement and ethical questions must be
addressed in relation to the Internet, just as they must in developing CAT listening tests
with video instead of audio. In summary, we are cunent$ in a situation where innovation
and fledbillty are possible but implementation is not a pressing concern until the conceptual
problems associated with the new medium have been thoroughly researched.

Testing, artiffcial intelligence and constructed response
The third and fourth generation of computerised testing, as described by Bunderson et al.
(1989), whilst visionary, are nevertheless still some way in the future. The third generation

of computerised testing is the continuous assessment of learning and the projection of
learning trajectories from the cunent ability level of the student to another ability level at
some point in the future. The assumption is that it is possible to calculate trajectories in
language learning in a meaningful way. Given what we cunent$ know about language
acquisition, including U-shaped and discontinuous leaming (Larsen-Freeman and Long,
19912 105-707; Perkins et al., 1996), and taking into account the multitude of variables
that affect language learning, it seems unlikely that the progress of individuals can be
meaningfully predicted very far into the future.
This makes it more unlikely that we will see the development of the predicted fourth
generation of assessment (Bunderson et al. 1989:398402), in which artificial intelligence
will be brought to bear on continuous measurement in order to provide advice on learning
style and content selection for the leamer, related to the cunent estimated stage of leaming.
This fourth generation of tests would have all the properties of the third generation, but
would be linked to expert second language acquisition systems. The field of second
language acquisition is cunently not able to provide such an expert system, and even if
a model of language development could be generally ageed, calibrating the test to the
theoretical model would be a major project that would occupy researchers for many
years.
In recent years there have been a number of significant advances. We review two
here, both relating to the scorability of constructed responses.

Bernstein (1997) reports on the development of PhonePasfM, which is a test of
speaking conducted over the telephone with a computer.s The testing system relies on
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the computer being able to match the pronunciation of the speaker on any given word
using a statistical model derived from a large database of (intelligible) native ipeakers of
American English, and evaluating the rate of delivery. The tesrhkes ten minutes, and
diagnostic sub-scores are returned for reciting/pronunciation, reading fluency, repeat
accvtacy, repeat fluency, and listening vocabulary. Ordinate, the company that-has
developed PhonePass, is unusual among private testing companies
1and, for that matter,
public examination boards in the UKI) in thatithas conducted extensive research into
the reliabilify and validity of the system it has developed. ordinate reports reliability
coefficients for PhonePass that are comparable (and sometimes higheiy than human
raters, and overall conelations between scores awarded by human judges and,phonepass

of .93. ordinate has also commissioned a number of studies to invesiigate its reliabilify
and validity, and made these available on the Internet in portable io.ur.nt format
(Bemstein, lggg; lggga; lgggb).
The problem with a test like PhonePass is that it relies for its validity on the correlation

with direct measures such as the Oral Proficiency Interview (Opt). ti is possible that an
estimate of speech rate would corelate with a direct test of speaking, yusi as it is possible
that the height of a learner in Spain would correlate with a measure of vocabul iry stze.
These factors are related through other variables. Yet, it would be difficult to claim that
measuring height and making an inference about language ability had any construct

validity. The definition of 'fluency' in PhonePass
lnernstein, 1998) as rhythm, phrasing
and pausing is far from the complex applied linguistic notions that are used in noncomputerised test development (Fulcher, 7996). Nevertheless, it is work like that of
Bernstein that will lead to continued improvement in speech recognition technologr.
This may ultimately lead to a new generation of automated speaking tests that coutd
support stronger construct claims. In the meantime, Ordinate can ofler a cheap on-demand
test that is certainly predictive of speaking ability, even if its construct validity may be
questioned.

Another exciting development concerns the e-rater,e developed by ETS primarily for

use on Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) and the Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE) to rate essays. Research has also been conducted into the abilify of
e-rater to automatically score writing from non-native speakers of English using scripts
from the Test of Written English (TWE). Burstein and Chodorow (1 Ogol reportagreemenr
between e-rater and human graders in92o/o of cases. E-rater automatically builds models
for individual writing prompts using large numbers of human scored writing samples,
based on 52 syntactic, discourse and topic variables. It then matches new writing samples
against the model to produce the score. Initial research shows that e-rater performs
differentially across language groups, and future research at ETS is likely to concentrate
on whether different models are needed for different language
$oups. It should of course
be stressed that e-rater is a research project. It is being uJed operationally only in

conjunction with human raters, and is not being used operationally at all with nonnative writers.
In these two examples, we can see the issue of scorability - this time with constructed
response tests. While PhonePass can be criticised for relying heavily on conelational
evidence for its validity, the e-rater represents a contribution to constnrct research. The
advances in natural language processing since the reviews of Freedle (1990) mean that
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the process of machine rating has started to become much more like the process of
human rating in the consideration of linguistic elements of the text. It is fair to say that
the e-rater represents the first application of artificial intelligence that may successfully
help with construct definition.

Communication and the dissemination of research
It may be noticed that many of the sources cited in this chapter are available on-line.
Perhaps one of the enduring benefits of computers to language testing will be the speed
and ease of communication, and the availability of information. This is achieved through

discussion lists dedicated to language testing issues and web sites devoted to the
transmission of language testing and measurement information.
LIEST-L remains the active open discussion list of testing issues. IIIA-MEM is the list
of the International Language Testing Association (ltIA), and is only open to members.
Together, these lists allow the speedy transmission of information, and keep teachers
and researchers in touch with the latest developments in the field.
On the Web, sites suchasAssessment andEvaluation on the Intemet (httpt/lencae.ne7
nintbod.htm) and the Resources in Language Testing Page (http://www.suney.ac.ulV
ElVltr.html) provide electronic focal points for the dissemination of information. The
latter, now receiving reviews in text publications such as Sperling (1998) and Douglas
(2000), provides an electronic hub for language testing in particular. The Home Page of
ILIA is maintained at the same site, which has recently been expanded to contain a
series of introductory videos on language testing for language teachers (Fulcher and
Thrasher, on-line). This novel approach to dissemination of language testing information
is part of a strate$/ to achieve the educational objectives of ILIA. The page is now being
used in introductory language testing courses for teachers in South America, Europe and
the Far East.
Test-takers also have access to information about the tests they may have to take,
and can download sample papers and advice on test-taking. The University of Cambridge
Local Examinations Syndicate maintains a downloadpage with handbooks and sample
papers for most of its tests (http://www.cambridge-efl.org/supporUdloads/index.html).
ETS offers the same for TOEFL, but adds information on test-taking for learners with
disabilities, tutorials, a download library, order forms for free sample disks, and a store to
purchase preparation materials (http //www. toefl orgl) .
Researchers, teachers and test-takers therefore have more information on language
testing available than ever before, and this would not have been possible without Intemet
:

.

communication.

Conclusions
The use of computers in language testing, and the use of computer adaptive tests, has
gone beyond the stage of discussing how technologr can lead to innovation in design
that was prevalent even a few years ago. Nevertheless, as long as scorability remains an
issue in large testing programs where cost is an important factor, we will continue to see
researchers trial any solution that automates the process.
The real focus in the coming years will be on conducting research that addresses the

r04
fundamenal questions that must be asked about any test, any testing procedure or
system, whether paper- or computer-based: what inferences can be drawn from the test
scores. Some scorability research, like that into the e-rater, will help here, because the
researchers are trying to copy in the program what human raters respond to in text and,
in the process, help clariff the construct of writing ability. The issue that will dominate
discussion and research on computers in language testing in the next decade, as ChalhoubDeville (1999: x) rightly predicts, will be rest construct.

Notes
1 For a clear explanation
of CTT and IRT and their associated statistical tools see Davidson
F (in press) 'The Language Tester's Statistical Toolbox'. In Fulcher G (Ed.) Expanding

perspectives on language testing in the 21st century. Special Edition of System 2g 4
2 For recent technical reviews of the potential
advantages and disadvantages of computer
adaptive testing see Brown, 7997; chalhoub-Deville et ar, lggr; chalhoub-Deville &
Deville, 1999; Dunkel, 1997;1999; Fulcher, 199g
3 For a brief and relatively non-technical
introduction to IRT see Baker, lggT. A much
more detailed text is Crocker & Algina, 1986. For readers who wish to understand the
statistics involved in IRT a useful introduction is provided by Henning, lggT
4 A demo version of FastTEST
can be downloaded from the ASC website at http://
www. assess. com/FastTEsTpro. html
5 The Resources in Language Testing
Page is available athttpt/lwww.surrey.ac.u7ELl/

Itr.html
6 Sylvan Psychometric is contracted
by ETS to deliver the TOEFL CBT worldwide. Their

services and operations are described on their web page

at http:llwww.sylvan

prometric.com/

z DIALANG is an acronym for
Diagnostic Language Assessment Details of the DTALANG
project are available from the project website athttp:llwww.jyu.f7DtAlANc/
8 PhonePas{M is
the trade mark of the computerised speaking test produced

by ordinate

INC. Deails of ordinate products and services is available from its web site at http:tt
www.ordinate.com/index.html. Visitors may arrange to take a sample test over the

Intemet
e Full-text research papers on e-rater
are made available by ETS athwp:llwww.ets.org/
research/erater.html
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